
My Dream Garden 

by Sofia Galdamez 
"Slurp, slurp", oops sorry I was just eating a popsicle on my lawn in my dream garden. 
Do you want a tour? Yes, then let me show you around! First, you have to walk through 
this passageway, surrounded by beautiful bushes. On the bushes are some gorgeous 
flowers all in rainbow order. Some of the flowers on the bushes are spiky, smooth, or a 
combination of both.  

After you walk through the passageway, "cricket, cricket". Did you hear that? That's 
because we're right next to my pond. My pond is filled with animals such as fish and 
frogs. I have a sailboat in my pond, to sail on nice days. When I'm on my sailboat I feel 
like a pirate. The frogs in my pond enjoy relaxing on top of lovely lily pads.  

Towards the center of my dream garden is a lovely birdhouse. Around the birdhouse are 
cute tulips. Everyday there is a certain bird that comes to the birdhouse. I named the 
bird Blueberry, because of her blue feathers. The birdhouse is mint green and the roof 
of the house is chocolate brown. Inside the birdhouse I placed a mini sofa for the birds 
to lay on  

All the way to the left of my dream garden you'll find a giant tree. I grew the tree for over 
ten years. On one of the large branches, I attached a tire swing. I really enjoy the tire 
swing, because I could spin, swing, and twirl on it. Do you like to climb trees? If you do, 
great, my tree has lots of branches to climb and sit on. In the fall, the leaves of my tree 
turn brown and fall off.  

In the back of my dream garden, I have a flowerbed. In the flowerbed I grow sunflowers 
and tulips. The tulips are light purple, pink, and dark purple. I planted the flowers in a 
certain order: sunflower, tulip, sunflower, tulip, sunflower, tulip. The sunflowers are as 
tall as me, if not taller than me. The tulips are very small, but they are so bright.  

Did I ever mention that my garden is on a hill? To me it is an advantage, because every 
day, I wake up and watch the sunrise on the left side of the hill. In the afternoon I get to 
watch the sun go down on the right side of the hill. When I go to the other side of the 
hill, I have a library, because I like to read and write. If I'm lucky enough, sometimes I 
get to see birds migrate.  

I really like my dream garden, and I hope you like it just as much as I do. My dream 
garden will continue growing everyday even better. My garden helps me relax after a 
stressful day at school. I hope you felt relaxed too. I promise you can come back soon.  


